Gas Submission 1061

From:
Sent: Thursday, 9 July 2015 8:03 PM
To: EPC
Subject: Parliamentary inquiry into Fracking

Dear Government,
I hope that you will consider the upcoming inquiry with the absolute due diligence and integrity required
to come to a decision that will be the only obvious one for the health of our state, and ultimately on a
grander scale for our planet.
Decisions like this cannot be made lightly, and cannot be made through the usual economic
considerations.
This is far beyond that. This is far more important. The decision you make will affect us all, in health, in
wealth, in happiness…….
It will affect future generations, and their health, wealth and happiness. My children, my grandchildren,
my great grandchildren. Your children, your grandchildren, your great grandchildren. Know who your
decision will impact.
Know what the implications of taking the “safe” way out will mean. By safe, I mean the expected…..or
pressured decision, by the big players, the big shakers.
You have a great responsibility here. Do not shirk it. Be courageous.
Our health is our most important asset. It’s PRICELESS! To that end the chemical flushings for small
amounts of gas would be catastrophic.
Our tourism is our gem. Our beautiful state, left open to fracking, would carve up our garden state into
parcels of toxic wasteland that would not entice any of us to explore its beauty….let alone tourists.
Wake up! We have so much technology at our beck and call. We can send people to the moon, shuttles
way beyond the moon. Surely we can create fantastic ecologically safe and hugely efficient naturally
generated energy systems.
Let the shakers and movers know that you want to protect that which we have.
That you will honor your constituents with good choices that promote health and wellness for all.
That you will back positive, honest and constructive growth in the energy sector, for the benefit of all.
And that you will make all of us, and future generations proud of the fact that you have acted with
authority for the greater good.
I don't need to list all the reasons why you should keep Victoria Frack Free. You already know them. You
have seen the trouble it has caused in other states. The toxicity, the degradation. the illness, the pollution
that follows in its tracks.
Be honourable. Be strong. Be proud.
Please make the only decision possible.
Regards, Wendy Leitmanis
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